Cornerstone- *n.* the indispensable and fundamental basis of something.

The Cornerstone Society at the College of Health and Human Performance is composed of a group of generous donors that contribute a minimum of $1,000 annually to the College between July 1st and June 30th each fiscal year. These contributions provide the foundation for the College’s comprehensive fundraising plan by adding valuable resources for HHP unrestricted monies, student scholarships, graduate fellowships, technological upgrades, faculty awards, plus equipment and facilities enhancements. Gifts in kind and planned gifts are also recognized in Society composite totals contributed by this distinguished group of supporters. Methods of giving to the Cornerstone Society include gifts of cash, stock and other securities, life insurance, and real estate. Donors to the Cornerstone Society include alumni, faculty and staff, friends, corporations, and businesses.

**Recognition for being a Cornerstone Society Member includes:**

- Having your name published on a brass nameplate annually on the Cornerstone Society Wall located in the Dean's hallway at Minges Coliseum
- Gaining an invitation to an annual recognition event each fall for members of the Cornerstone Society
- Receiving a framed certificate recognizing donor participation during each fiscal year
- Admittance automatically into the Chancellor's Society for ECU

Cornerstone Society Members will be highlighted specifically in our HHP Visions Newsletter and on the College of HHP Web Page in our donor listings. Of course this deduction can be tax deductible as described by the guidelines established by the Internal Revenue Service. Although we work very hard at the College of Health and Human Performance to provide well deserved donor recognition each donor agrees nothing compares to the feeling of pride and satisfaction they gain by helping deserving young students receive an outstanding educational experience. Your membership in the Cornerstone Society provides the foundation for today’s student’s academic success. By strengthening academic programming, professional technology and students scholarships your efforts provide much needed resources for an excellent holistic educational opportunity.

For more information on how to become a member of the Cornerstone Society at the College of Health and Human Performance, please call Don Leggett, Interim Major Gifts Officer at 252-328-9581 or e-mail at leggettd@ecu.edu.